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In this exercise you will learn how to find Russian publications on jw.org. You will also learn how to print out 
and mark up a text so as to better understand it.

Go to jw.org and find What Does the Bible Really Teach. Use the control labeled “READ IN” to switch the 
language to Russian. Read the chapter title, questions, and first two paragraphs. Play the audio and try to read 
along with it.

Print out a copy. Enlarge the text by pasting it from the website into a word processor and changing the font size
or increase the line spacing. Or if you have the print edition handy, you can make an enlarged copy on a 
photocopier. Take time to find a method that works for you and which you can use in the future.

Take your enlarged copy and find all the words in the text that you know and write their meanings over them. 
Then find the vocabulary words from the list below and write their meanings. Finally underline each noun once 
and each verb twice (or use highlighters of two different colors). Bring it to class next time.

Vocabulary

Question Words
кто? who?

что? what?

когда?́ when?

где? where?

почему?́ why?

как? how?

Connecting Words and Phrases
потому, ́ что... because...

по тому...э́ that is why…

поско ́льку... since…

ита́к,... however,…

пока́ while

Verbs
замеч тьа́ to notice

прибл зитьсяи́ to draw close

зад тьа́ to pose (a question)

иск тьа́ to seek

найти́ to find

удовлетвор тьи́ to satisfy

Nouns
вопр со́ masculine question

отв те́ masculine answer

большинство́ neuter majority

любоп тствоы́ neuter curiosity

стинаи́ feminine truth

н бое́ neuter heaven

звёзда feminine star

пт цаи́ feminine bird 

путь masculine way

л дию́ masculine plural people

что-́ то neuter something

Adjectives
н вый, -ая, -оео́ new

с нийи́ blue

любозн тельныйа́ curious
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